
 

 

 
Intellectual property (IP) rights are legal protections for creators of intangible works.  
These “works” are typically expressed in some kind of tangible form, such as books or 
other print materials, multimedia files, documents, etc., and, for the purposes of this 
document, intellectual property rights for these tangible expressions come in the form 
copyrights.  
 

United States Copyright law gives the creator of these works exclusive claim of 

ownership over these works. In addition to legal protections, copyright protection is a 

means to encourage respect for ideas and the minds that create them. By providing 

exclusive claim of ownership, the copyright holder may allow their works to be used by other parties 

without fear that their ideas will not be attributed to them. 

As UCLA Extension is itself an educational institution, intellectual property and copyright are key 

considerations for how courses are developed. Just as we expect that our students conduct themselves 

with respect for the intellectual contributions of their peers and their instructors, we should display a 

similar level of respect for the creators of the materials used in our courses. 

 

Relevance of Intellectual Property to Course Development 
The most important aspect of intellectual property related to course development is the copyright 

status of course materials, including contacting copyright holders and requesting permission when using 

copyrighted materials. 

Consider this scenario: 

An instructor is developing a course, the instructor has already collected several articles to be included in 

the course and has found additional articles through UCLA Library’s databases. Additionally, the 

instructor has found some clips on YouTube to be included in certain modules of the course. In this 

scenario, which of these materials potentially need copyright clearance? 

If you answered “all of them”, you are correct! While these materials may not require copyright 

clearance from the owner of the copyright (e.g., author and/or publisher), the proper course of action is 

adopt a conservative position around intellectual property and have them all reviewed and cleared for 

use. 

 

...but what about Fair Use? 
For those of you not familiar with the term, “fair use” is a defense claim in which a work can be used for 

a limited, transformative purpose. Fair Use should not be interpreted as permission to use materials 

without getting permission; instead Fair Use is a defense which can be used should a claim of copyright 

infringement arise. Some of these purposes include criticism, commentary, teaching, scholarship, and 

research. 

The Doctrine of Fair Use (http://www.copyright.gov/fls/fl102.html) (Section 107, Title 17 of the U.S. 

Code) describes four factors determining whether the use of a copyrighted material can be considered 

“fair use”, and these factors serve as guidelines for assessing whether a reproduction of the work is 

considered fair use: 
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1. The purpose and character of the use, including whether such use is of commercial nature or is for 

educational purposes; 

2. The nature of the copyrighted work; 

3. The amount and substantiality of the portion used in relation to the copyrighted work as a whole; 

4. The effect of the use upon the potential market for, or value of, the copyrighted work. 

Fair Use is not always easily defined, and identifying whether the use of copyrighted work is covered by 

Fair Use is often unclear. For this reason, the US Copyright Office recommends seeking permission for 

use from the copyright holder when in doubt. In other words, while the Doctrine of Fair Use makes 

provisions for reproduction of copyrighted materials within the context of instruction, interpretation of 

the Doctrine should be applied conservatively, with the default course of action being seeking out 

permissions for use of the copyrighted work. 

 

Open Access Instructional Materials (not subject to copyright clearance)  
There are forms of instructional resources that are Open Access and carry fewer 

restrictions for use (if any) regarding reproduction and distribution of materials. A majority 

of these materials are distributed using Creative Commons (cc) licenses. Creative 

Commons licenses offer a way for creators to share their content while retaining 

ownership claims over that content. There are several variants of the Creative Commons 

licenses, each with varying degrees of permission granted.  

Open Access educational resources were largely developed in response to restrictions 

imposed on the use and distribution of materials; some creators viewed copyright as too 

restrictive (i.e., “all rights reserved”). Instructors are encouraged to explore the ever 

increasing content that is Open Access and supplement their course materials. The following resources 

provide options for instructors and/or course authors seeking to incorporate materials that are not 

subject to the restrictions of conventional copyright: 

1. Materials made available using a Creative Commons license (creativecommons.org) 

2. Open Educational Resources (OER) (www.oercommons.org), (ocw.mit.edu/index.htm), 

(http://www.oeconsortium.org)  

3. Directory of Open Access Books (www.doabooks.org) 

4. University of California (UC) eScholarship (www.escholarship.org)  

 

Copyright Clearances at UCLA Extension 
What does it mean to have copyrighted materials cleared for use? In a nutshell, copyright clearance 

involves contacting the copyright holder and asking for permission to use the materials. In obtaining 

permission for use, copyright holders often specify the terms of use and may assess royalties for the use 

of those materials. For higher education, this may mean that articles can be disseminated to a certain 

number of students within a specific time frame as agreed upon with the copyright holder; distributing 

copyrighted materials beyond the terms of use is considered an infringement upon copyright. This step 

is usually facilitated by collecting the materials that need copyright clearance and having them produced 

as a course reader.  

As a service to UCLA Extension, OIE works in conjunction with UCLA Course Reader Solutions who acts as 

a clearinghouse for copyright clearance and intellectual property review. UCLA Course Reader Solutions 

(http://bit.ly/VMxxzZ) ensures that copyrighted materials are cleared for instructional use and that 
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copyright holders are properly compensated via royalties for reproductions and distribution of those 

materials. 

 

Questions? 
If there are any questions about what should be cleared for copyright or anything related to our 

institutional processes for copyright clearance, please do not hesitate to reach out to OIE’s Intellectual 

and Academic Content Coordinator, Herbert Serrano (hserrano@unex.ucla.edu). Additionally, UCLA 

Course Reader Solutions (http://bit.ly/VMxxzZ) on main campus can assist with questions and processes 

related to copyright permissions, as well as custom course reader solutions (which include copyright 

clearance services). 

 

Are you interested in learning more about Fair Use? 
Read Bound By Law, published by Duke Law’s Center for the Study of the Public Domain. The Center’s 

first graphic novel explores the impacts of intellectual property on creativity – specifically, documentary 

film. It’s available via a Creative Commons license and you can access it for free from the following 

website: https://web.law.duke.edu/cspd/comics/digital.php 
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